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inConversation

was conceived out of This Is Not a Seminar: creative
research dialogues (TINAS), a multidisciplinary forum established
in September 2012 at Edith Cowan University (ECU) in the Faculty
of Education and Arts (FEA). We recognised the need for a forum
that might assist in beginning to dissolve the siloed approaches
to disciplinary thought and practice. TINAS facilitates a broader
acknowledgement of the range of work that constitutes practice-led
/ based research and an appreciation for the modes through which
creative practices can be theorised and contextualised in academic
terms.

The exhibition, inConversation intended to further develop this
burgeoning research culture among creative arts practitioners at ECU
by inviting the conversation to go beyond discipline specific boundaries
and the academy walls to new and untested waters. This exhibition
looks at the processes of collaboration among researchers from
different art forms and discipline backgrounds. Its aim was to foster
conversations between researcher collaborators to produce a broad
range of creative works. These dialogues inform the wider discussion
of the challenges of cross-disciplinary collaboration and ways to
engage researchers and artists to explore their discipline boundaries
and connectivity. This exhibition intends to nurture healthy intellectual
rigor and invites conversations across disciplines sympathetic and
empathic to creative directions that might speak to innovation and new
knowledge within the academy, to industry and to the general public.
inConversation was generously supported by funding from Edith
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Cowan University’s, Office of Research and Innovation, and with in-kind
support from the School of Communication and Arts. Our appreciation
must go out to our brilliant research assistant and assistant curator:
Neil Ferguson and, to the mentors on the project Professor Clive
Barstow and Emeritus Professor Mark Hackling. Claire Bushby
has been an invaluable and generous addition to the project in her
role as Spectrum Project Space Coordinator as has Donna Franklin
in her stead. Last but by no means least, a thank you to the 50 or
so collaborators across 14 teams for agreeing to be a part of this
exhibition.
We have entered this exhibition wearing our various roles as, artspractitioners, curators, writers, catalogue designers and general hands
as lightly as possible in order to promote a conversation and learn
about the possibilities for dialogue across disciplines. We hope that the
conversations continue …

Drs Lyndall Adams, Renée Newman-Storen & Christopher Kueh
Faculty of Education & Arts, Edith Cowan University, WA
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This exhibition began with a grant. Well in fact, before the grant, it began
with a conversation. A conversation about how we might take the weekly
forum, This is not a seminar: creative research dialogues (TINAS),
and manifest the ethos of the forum—of cross-disciplinary practice-led
research—into an embodied form. We have found that the success of
TINAS has been in the listening and enacting of ideas, qualities and
feelings felt through the sharing of each-others processes, practices and
material existence.
The provocation for the collaboration was to encourage researchers to
commence a conversation with others outside of their field. Bozeman,
Fay and Slade (2013) define this kind of collaboration as ‘‘social
processes whereby human beings pool their human capital for the
objective of producing knowledge’’ (p. 3) calling for the impact of this
type of coming together to be recognised as not only significant but
also complex and dynamic. We have no doubt that the exhibition has
resulted in multiple impacts and outcomes, however we doubt that
any of us (we safely include all participating teams) were prepared for
where these cross-disciplinary outcomes would take us. Hence, messy
beginnings and never endings ensues.
The overarching project brings together researchers from Edith Cowan
University and external local, national and international researchers
with departure lounges as far apart as the French countryside and
the Northern Rivers of NSW and draws from fields as diverse as
photography, architecture, performance, visual arts, teaching, politics,
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music, communications, writing, dance, science, artography and
geology. Participating teams have adopted various approaches to
perform, display, and/or represent their conversations. While some
conversationalists chose to represent their teams through a common
discipline, others shared their voices through common ground. These
are outcomes of organic conversations that started with curiosity and
ambiguity. On the whole, however this exhibition is concerned with the
nature of coming together and the ensuing meeting points, blocks and
paring with discourse and materiality.

Reflecting the cross-disciplinary connectivity, which is at the heart of
inConversation, this project has employed a hybrid approach that could
be characterised as multi-method led by the practice (Gray, 1996).
These 14 groups have come together in a variety of ways to share,
learn and create new work from different perspectives and with different
materials and life stories. We have tried to capture this meeting
place by varying the traditional artist statement for the catalogue so
the statement is less about artistic intention and more about what is
gained in engaging in this way and what are the challenges to coming
together like this. The statement then enacts a life of its own beyond
the partnership or the art object; it becomes enlivened by subjectivity,
perspective and the communion of voices.
The call for proposals went out in August 2013, asking for groups
of cross-disciplinary/cross-art form collaborations to be exhibited in
October 2014 at Spectrum Project Space, ECU. The call asked for
proposals to ‘make what you will’ through a collaborative and crossdisciplinary juncture and we strongly encouraged crossovers between
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industry and institution. Wilkie et al. (2010) among others, describe
this coming together as a ‘creative assemblage’ where the dynamic
and rigorous research methodology puts sharing disciplinary specific
knowledge at the forefront, referring to this process as ‘open’ dialogue.

The selection panel was made up of the TINAS Curatorial team,
the Manager of Spectrum Project Space, Claire Bushby, and Neil
Ferguson, assistant curator and research assistant to the project. The
assessment process was based on: strength of the idea, innovation of
both piece and partnership, do-ability within the limitations of Spectrum
Project Space, site-specificity, and alignment with the ethos of creative
interdisciplinary research and supporting material submitted. 14 teams
of researchers were selected after this rigorous process.

In exploring the dynamic processes of cross-disciplinary collaborative
relationships, we think it is safe to say that what has been really
interesting is hearing the various conversations about conversations
along the way and receiving the fascinating articulations of processes
by the various group conversations that follow this essay. This is
actually where the heart of the project lies, not in the relative success of
the art objects created but in the process of making them. By bringing
people together to produce new and innovative artistic creations, it
challenges preconceptions and poses critical questions that may not
be asked, under other disciplinary specific circumstances. In the 12
months that has passed since the call for proposals went out it has
been our privilege to follow the messy conversations that have baffled,
eluded, challenged and intrigued the researchers involved.
Penanegra sees the team of researchers encapsulate their
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conversation surrounding cross-cultural notions of grief and ideas
around movement and improvisation through video, drawing, photos
and sound recordings while in Untitled 7, the disciplines of dance,
visual arts and music were maintained quite clearly whilst still engaging
in a collision of movement, body, sound and the blending of immiscible
pigments to confront notions of resistance and transformation. As
the title implies E/Motion: Digital Acting and Motion Capture brought
a theatre director, a Laban Movement Analyst and an e-researcher
together to play with motion capture as a way in which to capture the
self in motion—a research based rehearsal strategy—and together
found that perhaps the listening, hearing and concessions to each
individuals’ process is beyond the scope of this project, saying
something more or else about how humans behave together. Dance,
sculpture, writing and music were the disciplines in action in Telephone.
They discussed meeting points, the push and pull of egos and artistry
and the proximity and distance that comes with acknowledged and
unacknowledged solo or collaborative works or in other words the
meeting place of spice, flavour, contaminations and concession, oh—
and a digital DJ.
Skirmish brings together visual arts, video arts and dance, along with
family and friends in collaboration between Perth, WA and Grafton,
NSW. Text grabs, hasty phone calls and Skype sessions across the
country has brought together a unique sense of exchange in motion,
of seconds left and time taken. Similarly reading is the outcome of
an ill-fated road trip across the Nullarbor. The result is a juncture
between a photographer, an architect with a drag performer and a still
object, a furniture piece that makes real how we ‘read’ one another with
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interpretations and misinterpretations, intermixed and at play.

Dwell sees a convergence of the visual arts with a mixed media 3D
artist, a cross-media artist and a ceramics maker come together to
produce a work encapsulating notions of home, stitching time and
place, interiority and the domestic. Drawing from contemporary arts,
performance and design, inbetween plays with notions of empathy,
movement, illumination and material forms of coming together in
conversation. Originally we thought that we had an advantage in
this messy business as originators of the idea—this was certainly
not the case! Our conversations did however give us insight into the
machinations of the other teams false starts and cross-disciplinary
dialectic mistranslations (both unintended and wilful).

In the collaboration Reality, a visual artist meets CSIRO scientist and
hydrologist to talk on fractal grids, near misses, real time and dogs on
beaches caught in a momentary splice of time. Smoke and mirrors on
the other hand seems an apt title for a visual artist and disillusioned
academic, a designer and a political scientist to come together in
dialogue on the discursive, the enacted, the nature of responsibility and
of the nexus between solidarity and alienation in art and politics across
continents and time-zones. While seemingly disparate Mandurah also
came together to produce an artist’s book that is the result of dialogues
about space, place, language and the heart in the act of a city-claiming
agency. They drew from the diverse disciplines of social work, visual
arts, music and creative writing.
Three other artists’ books were produced as consequences of
team conversations. A scientist, two visual artists, three writers, an
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ecologist and a cultural theorist came together to dialogue on ((Pollen))
bringing with them unique perspectives from Canada, Sweden,
Scotland and Australia. In On Manning Ridge a visual artist, writer,
geologist and musician came together to walk and talk a familiar
patch of land, catching the ecological with language, the idea of
deep listening, limestone formations and calcified roots to talk about
the notion of coming together as soloists in a vastly interconnected
network of systems. A visual artist, an architect and a writer attempt
a Conversations with Ghosts. They are interested in the voice and
voicelessness, of time collapsing and scratchings of past lives in preand post-colonial Albany.

Our explorations and the questions asked in the context of the
inConversation exhibition informs and expand on current debates
about the challenges and benefits of inter- and cross-disciplinary
collaboration. While collaboration within discrete artistic disciplines
has been quite common, it is now becoming increasingly important for
artists to look beyond their silos and invite interactions with researchers
in other disciplines and art forms.
In this project our intent was to explore what complexity may mean
in terms of the processes of practice-led research, and we would
argue towards the experiential and the subjective. This exhibition
is interested in exploring how the push and pull of the collaborative
process, by which the outcomes are more than the sum of the parts
(or what Charles Green (2001) coined ‘the third hand’) plays out in
a cross-disciplinary, creative context in “unsystematic drifting and
searching—of which serendipity, chance inspirations and clues are an
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integral part—that takes artists onto new, unbroken ground….[where
the] performative, world-constituting and world-revealing power of art
lies in its ability to disclose to us new vistas, experiences and insights
that bear upon our relationship with the world and with ourselves”
(Borgdorff, 2009, pp. 4-14).

We hope that collaborations such as inConversation can foster the kind
of research culture that can embrace the messiness of ephemera and
unquantifiable experiences that is creative research, while still meeting
the needs of archiving practice, rigorous intellectual engagement
and the dissemination of the outcomes. From our perspective
inConversation has achieved this tenfold and we wouldn’t have the
messy never-endings such beasts of interdisciplinary collaboration as
they are, any other way.

Drs Lyndall Adams, Renée Newman-Storen & Christopher Kueh
Faculty of Education & Arts, Edith Cowan University, WA
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We’ve been asked, or maybe coerced, into framing an exhibition which,
from its very conception, is destined to be populated with works that
are incomplete and unresolved. How does one (or a devilish trinity of
three) circumnavigate the tangled textures of inconclusiveness? What
can be said about each exquisite corpse which, when topped and
tailed with all the others creates a meta-exquisite corpse? Perhaps by
writing in the same fashion as the works were developed? Or do we
hastily knit together our thought limbs to create the illusion of a living
and breathing entity that can speak with authority? Our ability to create
a Frankenstein monster speaks volumes about the first stages of
collaboration, and one in which our limitations are laid bare.
Of course, many of us who work in the creative disciplines have
worked collaboratively. Even those of us who find it frustrating, even
sometimes infuriating to have to compromise in creative work are
drawn back time and again to these group projects and their halting
steps of negotiation and resistance. Perhaps, like kids rolling down a
hill to deliberately make ourselves dizzy, we want, from time to time,
to see things in another way. We must alter our own state of mind if
we intend to alter those of others. The brain is the ultimate toy and, as
educators, we must first lay the ground rules before we roll from top to
bottom.
The cornerstone of creative dialogue and collaboration lies in an
understanding of reciprocity, that of a multi-directional and dynamic
conversation that can benefit all and can create an entity or sensation
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which is greater than a sum of the parts. Perhaps it’s not as simple
as ‘collaboration is better than working alone’? It is certainly different.
Working alone we can go very deep into a problem, while collaborating
promotes an intoxicating breadth. In the inter-disciplinary and creative
environment of interdependence, the results can far exceed the
ambitions of any one participant. A new space, often created in the
fissures of democracy and interpretation can, at times, produce pure
magic. Where alchemy exists, new imaginings can form.
Looking through the statements of the artists gathered here, we
found the words gesture, conversation and the space in-between
more than a couple of times. This in turn reminded Stuart of a lecture
he attended ten years ago when he didn’t know what it meant to be
in The Academy. Trying to find his way, he attended everything he
could, including a lecture from Mike Corbalis in which the origins of
speech were described as ‘swallowed gesture’. Speculatively, our
simian ancestors made meaning through movement and over time
this movement spun backwards down the throat and turned into
sound. Speech and gesture have been inextricably linked since as the
trespass and bridge of meaning.
The artists in this project may well share speech and gesture but
often note their struggle to find common ground. Ien Ang, a ChineseAustralian theorist discusses language in the context of identity
as a result of shifting Diasporas, and emphasises the creative
potential for artists and collaborators when miscommunication and
misunderstanding prevail. She states:
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It does not imply an absolute impossibility of communication, but relates
to the occasional and interspersed moments of miscommunication (or
breakdown of communication) that always accompany communicative
interchanges between differently positioned subjects1.

It is rare for the process of invention in its most basic form to be
celebrated in this way. The first gestures between artists are the most
valuable: they are playful, raw and often at cross purposes. Revealing
different values and philosophies, the rallies of ideas often expose a
breakdown in communication that, as Ang suggests, can be the mother
of invention itself. Through conversation we reveal our vulnerability as
individuals before the sophisticated process of negotiation takes place
to a point where a shared space materialises. It is in these vulnerable
moments, in the failed shuffling of a plurality of selves that the potential
of connective threads lie. Someone stumbles over the act of pithiness,
another hits the wall of time, floundering in succession when seeking
spontaneous fusion. Others walk a mountain ridge and discover
communication is driven into a single file. Odd images float, some
bound to die, some to irritate and, perhaps, one or two to refract an
unexpected birth.

In the main visual practice as artists is a solitary and private experience
at least until the time when our language is developed to such a point
when it can become public. Our contributions therefore, even in these
first stages of dialogue, are loaded with knowledge and experiences
that colour conversation, detour reverberations, distort boundaries.
Impasses and mixtures hopefully give way to a communication which
moves back and forth until clustered intensities of sound, stroke and
emotion gravitate towards states of becoming. These unfinishable
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journeys can be made more immediate by the technology that we now
adopt so that a virtual space in its own way facilitates open dialogue
across physical and cultural boundaries. The virtual space has brought
about a democracy of language that would be difficult to imagine in
real time and space and one in which an equilibrium is much easier to
maintain.

With or without technology, in conversation or disorientation,
collaboration is a confrontation of the self with the social, even
though the two are irrevocably bound to one another. Issues of power
and identity intermingle with politeness and desires for exchange,
particularly in the framing of creative energies such as is constructed
by the expectations of an exhibition. However inconclusive each
collaboration may be organically, a product of some sort is sought. How
much contradiction, anarchy and messiness can be supported when
the guidelines demand conversation and dialogue? Can disciplinary
conventions be easily dismantled to promote greater understanding?
Must there always be an individual who compromises or, at least, steps
back in the clash of Ang’s misunderstandings to point to other ways
of seeing? The act of balancing is played out in these conversations,
which develop as positions are formed, leaders are revealed and
colours and gestures intensify.
Tailing the tops and tails of this three-way dialogic writing, performing
arts dances in time and tends to obviate that which is spatially durable.
Imagery is marked by its vanishing, by its inability to stand still.
InConversation aims to test what might be found when disciplinary
assumptions are disturbed but does the gallery space transform
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into theatre and public space in response to the multiplicity of ideas
that the project has set in motion? What lunge, dissonance and/or
unspeakable violence can pervade and shudder against the white walls
and atmospheric lights of display? Can the exquisite corpses of each
collaboration, including this writing, be acceptable and even illuminative
about a crowd of individuals negotiating what each one believes to be
real? The strength of vulnerability will only be revealed in the presence
of display or in unanswered questions which exposure might make
transparent.
We might observe that it is the differences rather than the similarities
between artists and intellectuals of other disciplines that are the most
potent ingredients as the collaborations find their form. Points of
tension in clusters of intensities of becoming might be revealed rather
than concealed and, in either case, celebrated as documents and
potentialities of the collaborative process. If our stitching together
across disciplines creates a strange being or a monster of sorts, it may
be instructive to remember that Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein began
with a conversation which suggested playing with ghosts. She took
up the suggestion and created an iconic monster birthed from the
vulnerabilities of her experience. May this conversation unearth other
monsters or unformed beings of intimacies and vision.

Professor Clive Barstow, Associate Professor Maggi Phillips &
Dr Stuart Medley
Faculty of Education & Arts, Edith Cowan University, WA

1

Ien Ang, ‘Signs’, Chicago Journals, The University of Chicago Press, Vol. 23,
No. 1,1997, pp. 57-64.
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the conversation
From: Renee NEWMAN-STOREN <r.newman-storen@ecu.edu.au>
Date: Wednesday, 4 June 2014 10:39 AM
To: Lyndall Adams <l.adams@ecu.edu.au>, Christopher KUEH <c.kueh@ecu.edu.au>
Subject: Inconversation conversations
Hi guys,
One of our first exercises we asked each other to respond to the other (two) and we used notions of voice, colour, texture,
pith, movement, gesture and media as a departure point. I could see right from the beginning that what would be tough
for me was the language barrier. Pith in particular is something that does not enter my world yet gesture resonates with me
as gestus. I understood that what we were trying to do was to tap into our perception of the others’ subjective response to
whatever art may or may not be considered to be. But what I wasn’t quite prepared for was how much I felt like a child.
Completely lost. So how do we navigate through this to make work together? We get thrown in the deep end and we try
to swim or at least we try to grow the space in which push and pull is not push over or pull out my hair. We try to suspend
judgement or fear and see what can happen.
From: Lyndall ADAMS <l.adams@ecu.edu.au>
Date: Monday, 9 June 2014 9:33 AM
To: Renee NEWMAN-STOREN <r.newman-storen@ecu.edu.au>, ITSC <c.kueh@ecu.edu.au>
Subject: Re: Inconversation conversations
Hi Renée and Chris
I love the idea of the pith – it is for me however, forever elusive – the central idea of something as slippery as a
conversation? We three come together often and talk and talk and talk and talk … we begin here and move to there
and then to somewhere else. I try to listen more, which is very hard as we three think quicker than the conversations
allows. We send each other images and draw plans. Chris very quietly said, “We have too many elements”. He
is quite probably correct. This pithy comment threw me as I remain at the first conversation, trying to understand
what empathy is, as an outsider, trying to translate the very pith of that idea into gestus through voice, colour, texture,
movement, gesture and media.
From: Christopher KUEH <c.kueh@ecu.edu.au>
Date: Saturday, 14 June 2014 2:02 PM
To: Lyndall Adams <l.adams@ecu.edu.au>, Renee NEWMAN-STOREN <r.newman-storen@ecu.edu.au>
Subject: Re: Inconversation conversations
Hi Lyndall and Renee,
While I might be saying things “quietly”, I am intrigued with the space-between in our conversations that give me time
to reflect and react upon. I see that there is a space, between verbal conversations that we held, and the conversations
between our works that we brought in every fortnight. Drawing from empathy, I am often the observer and facilitator of
conversations held between stakeholders of a design/service. I find that (my own) agency and voice being something that
I can/need to negotiate with in this conversation.

From: Renee NEWMAN-STOREN <r.newman-storen@ecu.edu.au>
Date: Tuesday, 1 July 2014 4:14 PM
To: Lyndall Adams <l.adams@ecu.edu.au>, Christopher KUEH <c.kueh@ecu.edu.au>
Subject: RE: Inconversation conversations
Is it seriously too hard to judge if interdisciplinary collaboration actually impact on the types and quality of work? I ask
myself this all the time in performance. My work has definitely been influenced through coming together, through learning
new vocabularies, through trying to articulate in another form what performance is or means to me, especially in how to
try to capture something live/lithe as performance and performer in a medium I am not as familiar with. The self-ish
is necessary and useful; the ish-ness of the self is requisite in any artistic process and mapping the traces of the self in,
around, and through an art process and piece is critical in locating its impact. Don’t you think? We never lost the self and
in fact I remember really early I suggested that if nothing else, performance involves representation and interpretation, of
storytelling and locating the trace of the self. We see this in the catalogue image and in the mod squad figures, together but
individual, separate.
From: Lyndall ADAMS <l.adams@ecu.edu.au>
Date: Wednesday, 2 July 2014 3:50 PM
To: Renee NEWMAN-STOREN <r.newman-storen@ecu.edu.au>, ITSC <c.kueh@ecu.edu.au>
Subject: Re: Inconversation conversations
Hmmm … The notion of “common knowledge” when different disciplines coming together fascinates me.
Undoubtedly being pushed into a creative space that is heteroglot where translation is more dependent on context
over text has ramifications.
i see traces of each of us in the catalogue image
i see traces of others in those images
i see bodies …
i see the spaces between those bodies
i also see the gestural (or signature) marks of each of us merge into something we could not have created separately
When i make i am me – but – still dependant on the reciprocating presence of my collaborators
From: Christopher KUEH
Sent: Wednesday, 2 July 2014 4:28 PM
To: Lyndall ADAMS; Renee NEWMAN-STOREN
Subject: Re: Inconversation conversations

In contrary to some of the points made, I think I did lose my ‘self’ and consistently looking for common ground (instead of
functioning in ‘common knowledge’) in our collaboration. As my common self, co-creation processes have me involved in
collaboration as facilitators. This requires me to negotiate all other people’s views, except for my own, to achieve a holistic
solution. However, in our collaboration, I am consistently involving my ‘self’ by placing and exchanging my point of views
with those from visual arts and performances. While it was noted that I mostly express my view ‘quietly’, the expression
itself is out of my common ‘self’. However, interestingly enough, this expression and negotiation of ideas bring me back to
the foundation of my design training, where illustration and painting, and idea development/negotiation were big part of it.
I am still seeing that the negotiation of space between is largely what we do in our conversation.
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process drawing

inbetween (installation view)

reading
Claire Alexander
photography
Western Australia

Emily Alexander
architecture
Western Australia

Hannah Conda
drag performance
Western Australia

Bio
Claire Alexander
is a documentary
photographer with
a background in
cultural production
and anthropology. As
a visual ethnographer,
Claire is interested in
queer communities,
gender presentation,
and the art of drag.
Claire has photographed
many acclaimed drag
performers, including
RuPaul’s Drag Race
winners, Jinkx Monsoon,
Raja Gemini, Sharon
Needles, and Bianca Del
Rio.

Bio
Emily Alexander is a
Perth based designer,
and masters of
architecture graduate
with an interest in
heritage conservation,
urban planning, and
industrial design. Emily’s
work has been featured
in Vogue Living, and she
was recently a finalist
in the VIVID design
competition for new and
emerging designers.
The reading chair is
designed to cocoon
its occupant, as they
are transported into a
fictional landscape.

Bio
Hannah Conda is
a professional drag
performer, Connections
Nightclub regular, and
Head Drag Queen at
The Court Hotel. She
is the hostess with
the most-ess at Drag
Factory, a night where
amateur drag queens
are invited to strutt
their stuff. Hannah also
performs at private and
corporate functions, and
was recently named
Belle of the Ball at the
2013 Diva Awards.
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exploded axo (not to scale) (left)
Claire Alexander, Hannah Conda (right),
photograph, 2014.
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chair (elevation, east) (left)
Claire Alexander, Hannah Conda (right), photograph, 2014.
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penanegra
Frances Barbe
performance
Western Australia

Mace Francis
music
Western Australia

Rusty Geller
cinematography
Western Australia

Bio
Frances is a
performance-maker
with a background in
dance and theatre and
extensive training in
Japanese butoh and
Suzuki’s actor training
method. Based in
London from 1996 –
2011 she created a
number of works that
toured Japan, Singapore,
Italy, Spain and the
US. From 1997–2009
she performed with
Tadashi Endo’s Mamu
Dance Theatre. She
currently runs WAAPA’s
new Bachelor of
Performing Arts course
in performance making.
www.franbarbe.com

Bio
Mace has toured and
recorded regularly with
his 14-piece Mace
Francis Orchestra since
2005. He was a recipient
of the APRA Professional
Development Award
and the Italian Scrivere
in Jazz composition
prize and a finalist in
the Freedman Jazz
Fellowship (2010) and
the Australian Bell
Awards (2013). Mace is
the artistic director of WA
Youth Jazz Orchestra
and has worked as
a guest composer in
France, Japan and
Austria.
www.macefrancis.com

Bio
Rusty has 35 years
experience in
cinematography: 25
were spent in Hollywood
as a Steadicam
operator, underwater
cinematographer
and special effects
cameraman. Based in
Perth since 2003, his
experience includes
features, television
series, live broadcasts,
commercials, music
videos, documentaries
and short films. He studied
Telecommunications at
University of Southern
California and completed a
MA in Cinema at Columbia
College of Hollywood.
He is currently a PhD
candidate at WAAPA.
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Min Zhu
dance
China

Majella Barbe
visual arts
NSW

Bio
Min is currently a
PhD candidate at
WAAPA. Her research
project investigates
contemporary Chinese
dance including the
comparative analysis
of content and form
in Western dance
and contemporary
Chinese dance.
Her current practice
focuses on improvised
performance. She
founded a performance
group Company2 with
Tanatchaporn Kittikong
at Perth in 2013 and
previously worked for
the Department of
Dance at Beijing Normal
University.

Bio
Majella is a based in
Sydney. She originally
trained in traditional
oil painting techniques
and recently completed
a Master of Fine Arts
(Research) in painting
and installation (soft
sculpture/painting) at
Sydney College of the
Arts, Sydney University.
Majella has a particular
interest in approaches
based on improvisation
that explore bodily
gesture as an expressive
signifier of our
experience of flux.

the conversation
Our focus has been on the interaction of mediums to create imagery and artifacts
related to our theme - grieving. Traces of our creative conversations were
captured through video, drawing, photos and sound recordings. Recurring themes
were ideas around movement and improvisation.
MOVEMENT: Gesture; brushstroke; momentum; propensity; energy; ‘space
between’.
IMPROVISATION: Flow; groove; receptivity; roll; response; dialogue;
‘space between’.

Interdisciplinary conversation around well-worn terms can allow for fresh
perspectives. The body-extension devices of black tubes and Chinese water
sleeves also brought new considerations for movement improvisation.

Improvisation is a common collaborative approach in which the outcome is
unforeseen. Unpredictable improvisational moments fascinate artists and can
be a strategy to move beyond the conceptual control of form and content in the
creation of artwork. This became an important strategy in navigating the clichés of
grieving.
You set up a system to free yourself … in order to procure the unexpected,
which you hope is more relevant, more universal than anything you could
achieve through the conceptual conscious mind alone. (Walwin, J and
Krikatsis, H. et al. 2006. You’ll Never Know: Drawing and Random Interference.
London: Hayward Gallery Touring.)
During improvisational experiments with the sleeves, we noted the resonance of
energy movement in the fabric and the space, amplifying it through slow-motion
video and photography. Photography was important from the outset in working
with the black tubes, helping the dancer to know how they functioned from the
outside. The photos were both creative tool and artifact. It is the play between
stillness and (imagined) motion that captivates in the photos and pastel drawings
of the black tubes. We sought the play between the abstract and the figurative
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as one strategy to go beyond clichés of grief. Our intention has been to translate
the experience of grieving into image, form, shape and rhythm or to ‘aestheticise’
grief rather than focus on story and emotion.

Frances Barbe:
Designer Rachel Konyi presented these black fabric tubes as part of an
exploration into the body in dialogue with materials. They were suggestive of
grief as a substance that clings to us. I am also interested in how to ‘stage’ grief
as an inner, psychic space that we want to push into not move away from. Min’s
Chinese water sleeves are another version of the body in dialogue with materials
and they bring the idea of momentum and wind into the often immobile or slow
moving world of grief.

Mace Francis:
There are some very obvious musical gestures and tonal colours that can
accompany movement to suggest certain moods and emotions – we are
bombarded by them through most media, most of the time. This project requires
that I interpret the theme of grief while interacting with the dancers and not
making the sound too cliché. I have used the improvisational tools of groove,
melody and interaction. Even in the most subtle movement, rhythm and groove
can be found. It can be triggered by a series of steps taken, the drop of a
shoulder, or the straightening of an arm. My role is to accompany that groove, no
matter how subtle or obvious, with melody and sound. It is necessary to be ready
to change or to initiate change when it feels ‘right’. These ‘right’ moments need a
great deal of trust that builds over time and in conversation.
Min Zhu:
Not knowing exactly what form our final product would take has encouraged an
open and dynamic approach and allowed us to focus on unfolding the creative
process as much as creating a finished work. One intention has been to explore
the theme of grieving. Another has been to explore extending the body through
materials, which led to the incorporation of my Chinese water sleeve dance. The

sleeves are not only an object through which we converse during improvisation.
Traditionally, they have been considered as a medium through which to build a
connection to another world; psychologically or spiritually. We have investigated
abstract movement with the sleeve, emphasizing the depiction of space and
flowing energy circulated in the air. We have also regarded the sleeve as the
extension of an individual human emotion, investigating the tension created
between performer and fabric as corresponding to human memory and emotion.

Majella Barbe:
My choice of white pastel drawings on black paper is a response to the
collaborative, improvisational nature of this project. Experimenting with drawing
as a performative response to Frances’ work in the black tube enabled me to
capture an abstract sense of the poignancy and isolation of grief. The beauty of
a white drawing in the vast, immeasurable space of the minimal, black void of
the paper, resonates with the expressive performance of the black tube within
space. I make these drawings directly in response to the movement and forms
created by the body in the tube. The drawings are made as the event takes place
and not afterwards. The emphasis is on a response to Frances’ performance and
the drawing is an artifact of this response. The medium of drawing extends and
transforms the performance work into a 2 dimensional abstract spatial moment.

Rusty Geller:
When approached to participate in this experiment I was intrigued. I’ve operated
Steadicam for many music clips where the director turned me loose with the band
to see what I could capture. Interacting with Min, I didn’t want to draw attention
to the camera. It was about the performance, not about my camera moves. I
was constrained because I didn’t want to see anything in the background that
would distract from the action. The Steadicam can move around the floor with
little restriction, but it can see too much. Initially I chose the traditional narrative
approach of cinema: establishing the geography of the space and staying wide to
show the expanse of the sleeves. Eventually I moved in closer to find frames that
the sleeves produced.

Min Zhu, vertical sleeves (page 28).
Photograhy, Rusty Geller.
Min Zhu, chinese sleeves (previous page).
Photography, Rusty Geller.
Min Zhu and Frances Barbe, Improvisation
with Sleeves (this page - top).
Photograph from the artist’s collection used
with permission.
Frances Barbe, Black Fabric Tube (this
page - right).
Photograph from the artist’s collection used
with permission.
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untitled 7
Lucinda Coleman
dance
Western Australia

Miik Green
multidisciplinary arts
Western Australia

Charity Ng
dance
Western Australia

Bio
Lucinda Coleman is the
Dance Maker for the
performing arts collective
Remnant Dance and a
post-graduate research
scholar at Edith Cowan
University. She has
worked as a dance
educator, performer and
choreographer during
the last 20 years and has
published and presented
academic papers on
dance internationally.
Her choreographed
works have been
performed throughout
Australia, the United
Kingdom, Vietnam,
China and Myanmar.

Bio
Miik Green is a
multidisciplinary artist
represented by Linton
& Kay Contemporary
(WA) and Flinders Lane
Gallery (VIC) as well
as a PhD candidate
at Curtin University of
Technology. He draws
inspiration from the
resistive aspects of
nature and is involved
in cross-disciplinary
artistic collaborations
that integrate the fields
of science, mathematics,
chemistry and physics.
In Green’s paintings,
chemicals, paint, inks
and resin combine in
conflict, reframed as
objects of desire.

Bio
Charity Ng holds a
Bachelor of Arts (Dance)
degree from the Western
Australia Academy of
Performing Arts. She
works as a contemporary
dance artist with
Remnant Dance and has
performed throughout
Australia, Vietnam
and Myanmar with
the collective. Most
recently, Ng participated
as a dancer for an
International Choreolab
held at the World Dance
Alliance conference in
France in July 2014.
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xylem series - Terfesia15
(detail) (this page and
page 38), Mixed media on
aluminium 108 x 108cm,
2014
xylem series - Hoescht4
(detail) (page 37), Mixed
media on aluminium 108 x
108cm, 2014

Katie Chown
dance
Western Australia

Johannes Luebbers
music composition
Western Australia

Bio
Katie Chown is a
dancer trained in
Russian-style ballet
(Terri Charlesworth)
and contemporary
dance at Rotterdam
Dance Academy
(The Netherlands)
and WAAPA. She is
a founding member
of Remnant Dance
and passionate about
contributing to innovative
dance practice in
Perth. An occupational
therapist, Chown is
currently working in
the area of community
development with youth
in Myanmar to establish
a Nurture Group Initiative
community.

Bio
Johannes Luebbers is
a leading member of
the West Australian jazz
scene, a composer,
performer and winner
of the 2011 Young
Australian Jazz Artist
of the Year. In 2013 he
founded Minesweeper,
an eclectic and flexible
ensemble comprised of
some of Perth’s leading
improvising musicians.
Created as a vehicle for
dialogue and exploration,
Minesweeper
investigates musical
collaboration and seeks
to challenge traditional
ideas of authorship in
music.
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the conversation
For our project, Untitled 7, the distinct fields of dance, visual arts and music combine in a
movement of bodies, the clash of sounds and the mixing of immiscible pigments to collectively
explore the nexus of resistance in arts practice. Lucinda Coleman, Katie Chown and Charity Ng
engage in dialogue through danced phrases, the articulated text of the body responsive to the
sounds of Johannes Luebbers’ musical ensemble Minesweeper reacting with that of synthetic
dyes creating unique surface patterns through Miik Green’s visual designs. What might be
the outcome of this kind of creative investigation in which the conscious choice to explore can
incite reactions to stress, conflict and change?
Miik (M): I think it’s always about the exchange – it has to be about the exchange.
Johannes (J): I think there’s the risk that you make something and I write music to it and
then you dance to it. And there’s a flow through the three of us, but not actually a collaboration
between us. And that’s where I hit a wall a little bit… I understand how to do it maybe in the
process. One of us creates, the other creates, then you go back…
M: Well there’s a response there, which is good. But I think it’s in the exchange, or the action of
whatever transpires between us, between the dance and the paints, the materiality…
J: Even talking about the concepts and then making our respective work is an exchange…
Lucinda (L): Except in my genre it needs to be a bodily, kinaesthetic engagement for it to
feel… otherwise I’m just choreographing the dancing to an image or a sound.
J: What I need then is way of you Luci to be affecting our decisions.
L: So there are three dancers. You would watch what we do, and we would listen to what you
do, and we would respond to the sound in body, and you’d be responding and changing what
you’re improvising; what your composition is.
J: And that’s in the process; that’s not in the performance? Or that is in both?
L: Well my frustration with this process is that… I feel like we have to say what we’re doing
when I don’t think we know. We just need to get in the space and say this is the process, and
the process is the dialogue, and the dialogue is about resistance. So there’s tension in the
bodies, in the sounds… it’s an improvised creative piece.
J: We could hook up something to you, or assign certain meaning to movements, whether that
is through attaching contact microphones to you, or attaching something to you… something
like a theramin is a very physical way of controlling sound.
These diverse responses to provocation can prove to be the difference between development
and decay, function and failure, or construction and collapse. In the material sciences,
investigation of the resilience of a matter confined within an opposing environment provides
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a framework to measure its resistive capacity, often informing future rational designs. In the
moment of resistance, one instrument collides with another and the visual takes kinaesthetic
form as elements interact to create shape, sound and substance. Can we adopt similar
resistant methods in arts practice towards a dynamic, compositional process and how does this
approach alter the collective performance/installation?  
J: I was just talking about ways in which body, or movement, can affect sound beyond just us
watching the movement and playing something in response to that. Whether through the use
of contact microphones, or sensors of some sort, we could trigger certain sonic elements. Then
we were talking about theremins and that that is something that is controlled with…
M: …positioning – where you are positioned in relation to it. Is it a traditional set up? Or is like
the voice, where you’re listening to the movement, responding to it that way.
J: Or if there are three musicians you could put them onstage and then the dance is actually
around it, rather than us here, you there.
M: Yeah, interdependency.
J: Interdependency is co-dependency without the baggage.
L: Well I like the idea of the theremin.
J: I think in Melbourne they did an installation of a giant theremin that was like… well, it was a
giant theremin. People could go and interact with it.
M: How about a theremin that spews paint. You can’t get close without getting sprayed with
something.
J: Could we even not do it live? Could we create…
L: We could do it and just film and edit it.
J: … and then that way we could get a product that is more controlled.
M: But that’s what I’m trying to fight against – any sort of control.
J: I don’t mean to control the artistic aspect, but control the technological; in terms of how
it actually works and where do we want it to be positioned in Spectrum. Because if we’re
performing we can’t see what we’re actually creating either.
M: And that’s another thing that I’d probably go that’s a good thing. Because that’s what I
assume would be one of your ways of working too, right? As a composer stepping outside the
frame? Isn’t it good not to know what’s developing? Or not to privilege the outcome?
The conversation that we are engaging in is itself a resistive collaborative dialogue, one that
recognises the necessity and importance of the borders of our respective disciplines. These
are not barriers to creativity but activators of transformation, where new meaning and modes of
creation can emerge in tension by pushing against established parameters. For this project we
aim to embrace a similar mode of exchange towards an interdisciplinary dynamism to create
through conversation.
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smokes and mirrors
Cornelius Delaney
visual arts
Australia/France

Wayne Cristaudo
political philosophy
Northern Territory

Mats Undén
design
Sweden

Bio
Cornelius Delaney was
part of the Melbourne
music scene that
inspired Dogs In Space.
Later in the 1980s as
an actor (aka Nique
Needles) he played a
major role in that film.
He has been painting
and exhibiting now for
25 years. Completing a
PhD in 2008, he lectured
in painting for 10 years.
He currently lives and
paints in the south of
France.

Bio
Wayne Cristaudo is
Professor in Politics
at Charles Darwin
University specialising
in the History of Social
and Political Ideas
and Institutions. He
has written and edited
almost twenty books
and journals, including
Religion, Redemption
and Revolution: The
New Speech Thinking
of Franz Rosenzweig
and Eugen RosenstockHuessy and A
Philosophical History of
Love. He is presently
writing a book on the
Philosophy of the Social
Sciences.

Bio
Mats Undén is a
Musician, Artist, and
Master Printer from
Sweden, currently
Lecturer in Printmaking
at Charles Darwin
University, Darwin, NT.
After managing his own
printmaking workshop
in Sweden for almost
two decades Unden
moved to Darwin in
2008 to work with
indigenous artists. In
his own practice Unden
combines his lifelong
passions for sound,
music, visual arts and
printmaking to find new
and interdisciplinary
ways of expression.
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the conversation
Interaction works at imperceptible levels. Our exchange facilitated a change within—
not toward a predetermined consensus or even a unitary work, but a combination of
energies that induced our responses in thought, word and materials.
It is often assumed that the point of dialogue is to reach an agreement. This might
be fair enough where the point of the enterprise is to reach a decision to achieve
the execution of a common plan. But the kind of uniformity of ends that may be
necessary for a political party is not at all typical of real conversation. Political
parties meet to achieve outcomes; conversation in this case requires closure so that
something can happen collectively.
What compels us to express as ‘art’ it is not the kind of thing that requires
agreement—there may be all sorts of political fences around what is allowable to be
expressed but that is a different issue from what one feels compelled to express. This
applies as much to political philosophy as to visual art. In both cases one is forced to
express and profess a response to some inner swirling we need to share.
It has been valuable for each of us to tune into the anxieties expressed about the
world by the other practitioners in the group and the creations emerging from these
anxieties. This mutual enhancement is the end—an end that impacts upon our
creative expressions without making them conform to anything in particular.
Excerpts from a questionnaire from a political philosopher to a visual artist:
What social role do you see your art as having?
It injects cognitive dissonance into the culture to rupture the smoothness of the
advertising illusion that it has all become. It poses questions. It looks into the cracks
that get forgotten or overlooked. The wrinkles on an old woman’s face, the shadow
of a tree, the enormity of a mountain or the microcosm of fissures in a pebble,
can poetically serve to remind us about our relationship with time and space—the
sublime.
Perhaps it is also a kind of journalism. I made work last year prompted by the
plight of asylum seekers who come to Australia. It disgusted me that there were
‘concentration camps’ where children are locked up behind barbed wire fences. It
ended up as a series featuring a figure negotiating a small boat. This work will be
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shown in Europe and I hope might contribute to a conversation about diaspora,
nationalism and compassion.
Does your art hope to engender solidarity?
Growing food, street marches, civil disobedience, refusing to work or participate in the
economy are things that might more successfully engender solidarity and bring about
meaningful (and positive) social change. I would not necessarily make work that
illustrated these ideas however. I resist the idea of being useful.
Does your art seek to triumph over alienation—how?
It is a means of feeling like I am a part of everything. Ironically, it often celebrates
alienation as a signifier of the sublime. In a way like Mexicans celebrating the Day
of The Dead—making fun of death to rob him of some of his sting. If the compulsion
to make is ignored I become depressed and anxious. The same thing happens to
societies when they become morbidly utilitarian—Australia is an example of this.
Is your art for everyone?
It is for those who hate it as much as for those who enjoy it—perhaps more so. I
have not done market research to locate my target audience—I make what I feel
compelled to make. It would seem to be an ugly, dirty thing to do, to figure out who
liked what and then make stuff for them.
Is your art a kind of politics? If so what kind? Or is it superior to politics in
someway?
Tom Mitchell says Visual Culture (a more accurate name for art) has the potential
to be "a zone of turbulence or incoherence at the edges of established fields of
study”. I like that. I take aspects from the culture and using a range of materials and
strategies, squish them together in a particular context. It is more like divination than
politics, which is a kind of evil, snake-oil show.
I do hope my art is superior to politics.
Is your art responsible? To whom? How much of yourself do you hand over to
those who you are responsible to?
I have a responsibility to myself to continue to make, even if that is difficult and
absurd.
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I also acknowledge an ethical responsibility.
I am primarily an image-maker, which comes loaded with cultural baggage, and one
strategy that has come about in order to circumvent this is to mostly represent myself
in the work. It may seem ostensibly egocentric, but I implicate myself in any critique
of the world that might emerge.
Do artists have special insight into politics?
I don’t think we have ‘special insight’ into politics. Though as an Australian artist
currently, it would be difficult NOT to be politically engaged, or at least aware—unless
you are part of the tiny percentage that comfortably sells their work.
Since the GFC even some of these artists work in universities—the same universities
that have consistently diminished and dissipated the discipline of Visual Art since
art schools merged with them in the 80s. In my experience, universities are not
interested in a Visual Culture that encourages critical thought, engagement in
thoughtful dialogue, pushing at the boundaries of imagination, employing historical
analyses, moving beyond instrumental rationality, or linking critical thought to a
profound impatience with the status quo. Like the rest of the country, universities are
mired in economic and instrumental rationalism.
What kind of knowledge is accessible through art? Is this kind exclusive to
art?
No particular knowledge is accessible through art.
This is exclusive to art now that poetry has disappeared.
Should artists 'rule' the world?
No one can or should ‘rule’ the world.
How do you see your art as relating to tradition? To the future?
It emerges from and unavoidably acknowledges tradition. Materials and techniques
signify as effectively as subject matter. Video echoes painting or printmaking. The
printing press, the camera, lead tubes, all contributed to changing what art was,
where it was viewed, how it was made. Computers now give us the means to make a
film, music, or both. You make a painting and it is one frame from a film. You make a
film, your subject moves and you are dealing intrinsically with the passage of time—
the sublime.
Photography, Cornelius Delaney
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Mandurah Collaboration
Sue Girak
artography
Western Australia

Louise Helfgott
writer
Western Australia

Paddi Creevey OAM
social worker
Western Australia

George Walley
teacher, musician
Western Australia

Bio
Sue Girak is a
contemporary artist and
teacher interested in
the creative reuse of
material. Her interest
came about from the
desire to develop a more
sustainable practice and
works with salvaged
materials. As part of her
PhD research at Edith
Cowan University, Sue
is reassessing her studio
practice and is tracking
her transformation
through her artmaking
processes.

Bio
Louise Helfgott is an
award-nominated
playwright, poet and
story writer particularly
interested in writing
about psychological,
social and cultural
themes. She has had
a number of plays
produced, including
Mandurah-inspired
“Estuary Dream”, and
her play “Frames” was
recently staged by Class
Act Theatre in Perth
and Mandurah. Louise’s
poetry book “Can You
Hold the Sun?” was
published in 2004.

Bio
Paddi has lived in
Mandurah for 30 years.
A social worker at
Mandurah Community
Health for 20 years, and
has been involved in a
number of community
organizations. She
chairs the Governing
Council of Challenger
Institute of Training.
She was elected as a
Councillor at the City
of Mandurah, and has
recently retired as Mayor
of Mandurah, a position
she held for eight years.

Bio
George is a respected
person in Mandurah
and the region for his
commitment to building
bridges of reconciliation,
in sharing his ancient
culture through music
and other forms of art.
Where there has been
dual naming of signs
George has had some
important part in that,
and the region is a richer
place for his efforts.

Photography, Sue Girak.
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People have conversations, you know whether it’s a culture thing,
community thing or it’s a shared need for some issue to be resolved.
People have conversations and I think through that, of having
conversations, people have gotten to know each other.1
Conversation 1
Our conversations took place in an 8th floor apartment overlooking the cultural
and social hub of Mandurah.
Sue: I asked Louise because Louise is a writer and Louise came up with you.
Louise: Well, I thought that Paddi and George would be two of the best
people to ask in Mandurah to talk about what they have seen from their own
backgrounds, from their work experience, from their heritage, from everything,
from all angles. That’s why I asked you both.
George: Thank you – and good company.
Paddi: I think it’s a terrific idea to have it focused around Mandurah because
– especially George and Louise might tell you about the celebration that
is being planned and I think particularly recognizing Winjan, a significant
Aboriginal person. It’s the centenary of his death, so that’s kind of like
Aboriginal history from 100 years ago that George, as a researcher, has
already provided a lot of history from the very early days.
Paddi: The entrance road Mandjoogoordap – the meeting place of the heart.
George: It literally means – meeting place of the heart. Koort is the heart, and
the heart is both physically or literally the heart, body muscle there (pointing
to his heart), as well as your spouse, your loved ones and so Mandurah – the
meeting place. Mandjoogoordap is the place of the heart. It tells everything
you need to know in the one word to do with Mandurah.
Paddi: And there’s a place where people traditionally, Aboriginal people met in
very, very large numbers as I understand it, where they fished and there’s still
a fish munga on the river.
1 George
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Sue: So do you think Mandurah’s relationship with past histories is more
considerate than say in Perth or other places?
George: I would say so because if you look at what we have in place today
we’ve got a reconciliation action plan and that’s been something that’s been
worked on and continues to be worked through the City of Mandurah and
with representatives of the Aboriginal community, traditional owners, elders,
community members and that’s a really nice thing to have in place because it
allows greater consultation and communication with each other and people to
develop really good friendships along the way
Paddi: But I guess in terms of your question, Sue, I agree with what George
has said. I mean a small thing in some ways but a big thing in other ways, the
dual signage on the welcome signs to Mandurah. George’s been consulted
on about a number of parks each year, a number of roads will be dual signed
in Noongar and so trying to symbolically say, there were a first people here
before we came and we need to, we want to retain and respect that culture.
Conversation 2
Paddi: George, do you mind sharing the significance of the Osprey.
George: The Osprey, we call it Yoondoodoo. They are such a majestic
bird and they have a wonderful responsibility to look after things and that’s
speaking from a Burrunga way, a totemic way of accepting them as important
birds but also important people in our community. I had an experience in Perth
one time, sitting on the beach just near the sand dunes in the carpark and an
Osprey, a Yoondoodoo landed on a post probably 4 or 5 meters away and it
was sitting down there and it was making its high pitched sounds and so I sat
still to just take it all in, because to me that was not just an Osprey landing on
a pole, looking out over the waterway. It was significant in that it came really
close and I don’t know whether normally they come really close but it sat
there on the pole and it was speaking in its, the way that it speaks, so I spoke
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in Noongar language back to it. It was that sort of moment, a wonderful
moment and when it lifted into the air, a short time after, it flew from my left to
the right and heading parallel to the beach and it must have had about 30 or
40 seagulls flying with it. It was like the seagulls were in awe of that great bird
as well and followed it and they were squawking and carrying on. The whole
experience there, complemented this wonderful bit of knowledge that we
have to do with the importance of that bird and in the mythology I guess of the
significance of how we hold dear importance of that wonderful bird.
Louise: I think that’s the perfect symbol because now Mandurah did try to
come together to save the Osprey’s nest. Maybe that could be the opening of
the book? The Osprey.
Paddi: Just another point. One of the things I feel most proud of, that we’ve
made a start on is the dual language signs and George has been a very
significant part of that with the research and through the reconciliation plan.
Sue: You know what that means don’t you? The book has to be in dual
language.
Louise: That would be fantastic.
George: Yep.
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Mandura Collaboration (installation view)
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telephone
Vahri McKenzie
writing
Western Australia

Jacob Lehrer
dance
Western Australia

Gemma Ben-Ary
sculpture
Western Australia

Alex McKee
music
Western Australia

Bio
Vahri McKenzie lectures
in the Arts Program at
ECU South West. She
publishes short fiction
and poetry (Margaret
River Press) and
makes performance
works (Fringe World
Festival, Adelaide Fringe
Festival). Vahri engages
in practice-led research,
and traditional research
with a creative arts focus
(JDSP, The Creativity
Market). She has a
particular interest in
creative arts pedagogy
and creative arts
research methodologies.

Bio
Jacob Lehrer ran away
from home at sixteen
to join a touring ballet
company. After this
reality-check he entered
VCA’s School of Dance.
He has since worked
with Strange Fruit,
Deborah Hay, DV8,
Legs on the Wall, Lucy
Guerin, Shelley Lasica,
Sue Healey, State of
Flux, Nancy StarkSmith, Spare Parts,
Buzz Dance and Ochre
Dance Company. In his
spare time he mentors
in remote Australian
communities and with
refugees and new
immigrants.

Bio

Bio
Alex McKee, aka
Kinshin, completed the
Diploma in Electronic
Music Production,
SAE (School of
Audio Engineering,
Perth, 2009). He has
composed original
tracks for contemporary
dance performances
as Kinshin Riders.
He performs live
improvised electronic
soundscapes for
contact improvisation
‘jams’ and
‘underscores’. He plays
yoga dub for a yoga
teacher several times a
year in Perth, presented
at the Northbridge
Piazza.

Gemma Ben-Ary, born
1978, Pilbarra, WA.
Gemma juggles life,
two children and one
husband from her home
in the hills of Perth,
having graduated from
Sculpture at Central
TAFE in 2007. She is
currently employed
as the Curator at the
City of Joondalup,
and has worked with
local government art
collections since 2009.
Gemma is interested in
writing, drawing, basket
weaving, performance
and feminist theory.
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the conversation
Vahri: Take these as starting points: what’s your experience of interdisciplinary collaboration? How do
you think it will go in this case? How do you think it affects the final work in your experience? In this
case?
I’m wondering if building interdisciplinary collaboration into the design of the project is a good idea. Like,
I conceived Telephone as a way of working at a distance, geographically, chronologically, and in practice.
So there are instructions to follow that accommodate who you are, where you are, what you do.
On the other hand, isn’t all, or almost all, artistic practice interdisciplinary? Especially in the performing
arts. Should we turn it around as ask, what artistic practices aren’t interdisciplinary?
Jacob: I don't know about all artistic practice but artistic performance practice definitely ties in
interdisciplinary collaboration, whether it is acknowledged or not. I'd imagine the solo composer, painter,
writer may not engage with interdisciplinary work.
I'd also imagine that collaboration and collaborative process have myriad interpretations.
I think this is where process can get stuck, when the understanding/experience of ‘sharing’ (bad word) art
to make something more is unclear or 'ego-ransomed'.
Gemma: I agree with Jacob that collaborative process has myriad interpretations, and that this is where
process can get stuck, when the understanding or experience of sharing art to make something more is
unclear or ego-ransomed.
I guess I see artistic collaboration as something that can simply be a methodology, a form of research,
an enquiry. I believe that the outcome should not be the collaboration itself; rather, the outcome can
be something entirely new and perhaps stem from each person’s reflection on the experience of the
collaboration.
Vahri: 'Ego-ransomed': great term! This is the interesting bit for me.
What about the other case, where one contributor is sluggish? How can others address it or
compensate? Can artists from different disciplines make up for something lacking that’s out of their area
of expertise?
Gemma: I believe that artists should enter into a collaborative phase out of a desire to stretch their own
boundaries and comfort zones. However I don’t think that the collaborating artists need necessarily learn
a new skill or even share a particular ‘Aha’ moment (although that is nice when it happens). I think it’s
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more about bringing your own agenda and skills to the table and flexing your
muscle a little, impressing the others a little, but ultimately it’s about putting
yourself into an uncomfortable situation where you are exploring the frontiers
of ideas that you have held in the back of your mind. So, maybe it is more
about ideas than skills.
On skills though, at some point, each person can deliver a kind of ‘solo
performance’ within the group, whether it is a drawing, song, poem, whatever
it may be. These snippets can be happily exhibited alongside each other,
because in this case, each work has influenced the other, but each is still
distinct and has the unique thumbprint of the artist and can be identified as
coming from that person, who is reacting in accordance with their own expert
line of business. The notion of all contributing towards one ultimate product,
I think, is ambitious, and probably a good way to create muddy or confused
pieces of art.
Alex: I think a lot of the audio work I do is interdisciplinary in that there is an
ongoing interrelation between myself in audio and dancers in physicality.
This is especially evident in the contact improvisation work, perhaps, but also
exists in my DJ sets.
Perhaps studio work or radio sets without a live feedback element are more
insular but as a musician I am regularly engaged in communicating with
myself about how the environment feels and relating that back to the sound
palette. I guess if I can stretch the definition of interdisciplinarity existing when
internal headspace meets external skinspace, then I would say almost all my
music is interdisciplinary.
Vahri: That’s a groovy and weird idea, that interdisciplinarity exists within
musical composition or arrangement. How do you mean? Is it something to do
with transition from internal impulse to external communication? What kind of
compromises/concessions get made along the way?
Alex: I guess what I was thinking was that there is a very strong immediate
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feedback loop present when I play music. Not all the time, in that there are
definitely times I just focus purely on the sound and affecting the way sound
is transmitted to the audience/dancers/participants. But the drive to change
the sound or the drive to play with effects that smooth out or roughen up the
sound – this drive comes not only from within my own headspace but also
from the environment and the feeling I get from people in it.
Certainly it has something to do with the internal impulse to external
communication. For me, especially working with mathematical complexity
but defined structured as a digital DJ, the interplay is also between creative
intention and technical execution. And the input for that creative intention is
the internal headspace with cues/feelings/sensory input from the external
environment.
Concessions can be made in the way of physical ability to respond to ideas
with either enough time to execute the physical input or with enough creativity
to truly reflect the essence of the desired intention. But these concessions all
go towards the creation of the artistic quality of the musical experience so I
rarely see them as concessions: more as additional condiments and spices to
accompany the ongoing feast.
Vahri: Yeah, spices can be too hot! The danger Gemma speaks of… But it’s
all flavour.
Gemma: Ultimately it can be very positive to interact collaboratively and work
in an interdisciplinary way; it can take your work to new heights. However,
there is a lot of danger. In the art world you do come across agendas, egos
and unclear outcomes. It is possible to have your discipline ‘contaminated’,
but again, that should also be seen as a good thing! It is also sometimes
necessary to learn a new technology just in order to get a job done, although
I am not sure if this is true collaboration (this comes back to skills). I think
a true collaboration is when each creative has gained ground on their own
particular inquiry, and they could not have done it without engaging with
the others.
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Telephone, 12-minute digital
video (still), 2014
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telephone (video installation exerpt) (click to play)
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E/Motion: Digital Acting and Motion Capture
Gabrielle Metcalf
theatre director
Western Australia

Teresa Izzard
movement analyst
Western Australia

Heather Boyd
eResearch
Western Australia

Bio
Gabrielle is a theatre
director with a special
interest in leadership and
emotional intelligence.
She is currently
completing a practiceled PhD in directing and
leadership at WAAPA.
She is a lecturer at
the University of Notre
Dame and works as an
actor and faciliator for
The Experience Lab
specialising in corporate
leadership training.

Bio
Teresa is a theatre
practitioner, practiceled researcher and a
somatic movement
educator. She is
a Certified Laban/
Bartenieff Movement
Analyst (Laban/Bartenieff
Institute, New York)
and has a practice-led
PhD in Directing and
Dramaturgy (Curtin)
for which she won the
2013 Phillip Parsons
Prize. Teresa is currently
the Coordinator of
Movement at WAAPA
and an Associate
Lecturer at Curtin
University.

Bio
Heather Boyd is
eResearch Coordinator
at ECU. She studied
biochemistry and
computer science a long
time ago and philosophy
more recently. She has
worked in endocrinology
and medical imaging
research, contracted in
various IT roles including
stints in the financial
sector, and trained and
worked briefly as a
psychotherapist. She is
currently, among other
things, developing the
Motion Capture Facility
at ECU.
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the conversation
An Interdisciplinary team…
A theatre director, a Laban Movement Analyst and an e-researcher specialising in
motion capture decide to work together to explore which rehearsal processes best
translate to the digital medium...
What does it mean to Collaborate?
Before we could even get to doing anything we had to work out exactly what we each
meant by, or assumed about, Collaboration... Definitions of Collaboration were
discussed and debated. We considered each other’s viewpoint and discovered that
we had very different definitions for the word.
We discovered that language has so many limitations. Being from similar disciplines
has an advantage in as much as jargon can be used and understood more easily,
however we realised several months into the collaboration that language, especially
verbal, as the privileged vehicle to communicate our ideas, didn’t seem to allow us to
easily explain ourselves. We also began to appreciate that meeting face to face more
often was going to help to avoid the assumptions, misunderstandings and road blocks
that had characterised the first stage of the Collaboration…
In attempting to negotiate this we tried to unpick how we had got there. We began
to discuss our use of language and become a lot more conscious of explaining what
we meant rather that assuming the other understood. We noted which words and
phrases we reacted to and why…
Words like ‘deliverables’, ‘limitations and restrictions’, ‘conscription’, ‘failure’, ‘messy’,
‘loose structure’ became springboards for conversation about the nature of the
Collaboration and our individual approaches. The reaction to the language used
depended on the connotations we attached to it – discipline specific yet also our own
personal reaction.
----------------------------------------------------Teresa, Heather and Gabrielle struggling with conversation….
Teresa: But we can’t have failed, we haven’t done anything yet…I think conscription is
a very problematic term.
Heather: I don’t know how we got this far this badly.
Gabrielle: A collaboration is a big messy thing at first but it gets better later.
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Gabrielle and Heather in conversation….
Gabrielle: How about kissing. I have a good scene but it has kissing in it. Can they
kiss in the motion capture suits?
Heather: It depends. Do they need to embrace?
Gabrielle: I’m not sure – we haven’t worked on it yet but the stage directions 		
indicate kissing. Um I suppose you can kiss without embracing.
Heather: It depends if the embrace is important. Kissing’s OK but I don’t think 		
an embrace will work. It’ll make the data too dirty. We can try but it’s 		
probably best to have a plan B.
Gabrielle: Yes Plan B. I can find one of those. The scene isn’t that great, if it’s 		
going to be difficult there are others that are good too.
Thoughts going forward…
Each person brings their unique skill set and that, in and of itself, is directing the
output. We haven’t really stretched our core skill sets yet, it is enough to just try and
accommodate each other, try and understand or get inside each other’s viewpoint.
Maybe it is nothing to do with discipline, maybe it is just people. There is always a
negotiation of the individual in collaborative work and that is an important part of a
successful collaborative team.
Having hit a major road block and recovered, the three of us spent two days
collaborating with four actors and three motion capture staff to capture two alternative
approaches to digital performance. We’re exploring whether there is a difference
between what is needed in acting for theatre and film and what is needed for digital
acting? Our presentation will offer the results of two rehearsal methodologies for
audience feedback and response using data generated through motion capture
technology.
Having the three of us involved in this process as we explored our ideas was
stimulating and our roles began to crystallise. We’ve just begun to really see where
our Collaboration might take us – and it is very exciting!
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Photography, Gabrielle Metcalf
Joel Horwood and Harriet Gordon-Anderson viewing their ‘skeleton’ (previous page).
Joel Horwood and Harriet Gordon-Anderson experimenting with movement in the
Motion Capture studio (top).
Harriet Gordon-Anderson’s feet are fitted with markers (centre).
Haydon Wilson and Alex Malone preparing for MoCap performance (bottom).
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E/Motion: Digital Acting and Motopn capture (video installation exerpt) (click to play)
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((pollen))
Perdita Phillips
contemporary arts
Western Australia
Bio
Perdita Phillips is an
artist working with
environmental issues
and social change.
Frequently dealing with
the intersection of human
and nonhuman worlds
and with manifestations
of ‘ecosystemic thinking’,
her artworks are
sometimes sharp and
abrupt and sometimes
subtle and everyday.
Phillips is co-editor
of Lethologica Press.
Recent projects include
Karri Kings and .–. / .- / .www.perditaphillips.com

Astrida Neimanis
writing & cultural
theory
Canada/Sweden

Meghan Moe Beitiks
Catherine Higham
performing art
visual arts
United States of America Western Australia

Bio
Bio
Meghan Moe Beitiks
Astrida Neimanis is
is an artist working
a writer and cultural
with associations
theorist interested in
and disassociations
bodies and non-human
of culture/nature/
natures. Her work on
structure. She analyses
water, weather, animals, perceptions of ecology
and other matters has
though the lenses of site,
been widely published in history, emotions, and
academic and creative
her own body in order
contexts, including
to produce work that
Thinking with Water
interrogates relationships
(2013, eds. Chen,
with the non-human.
MacLeod and Neimanis). She was a Fulbright
She is a Researcher with Student Fellow and a
the Posthumanities Hub recipient of the Claire
of Linköping University
Rosen and Samuel Edes
(Sweden), but mostly
Foundation Prize for
lives in Canada.
Emerging Artists. www.
meghanmoebeitiks.com

Bio
The engineering of GM
canola is as much a
feat of legal definition
as biological invention,
witnessed earlier this
year in the landmark
legal case: Marsh vs
Baxter. Artist and canola
grower, Catherine
Higham is interested
in the relationship
between human
behaviour and ecology.
Recent work, BCA
(Hons) exegesis: Pulse,
syntax and belonging
researched pollens in
Tasmanian peat. www.
catherinehigham.com.au
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Canada
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Canada

Bio
Melissa Charenko,
originally from Toronto,
is a PhD student in
the history of science
department at the
University of WisconsinMadison. She is
interested in the history
of paleoecology and
ways that pollen is used
to reconstruct past and
future environments.
She has created a short
film from a pollen’s
point of view, which was
screened in Madison,
Wisconsin in 2013.

Bio
Leonie Dunlop is a
poet, toponymist and
PhD student at the
University of Glasgow,
researching placenames in Berwickshire,
Scotland. Her thesis is
a comparative study
of coastal and inland
naming, focussing
on perceptions of
landscape features and
the categorization of
toponymic elements. Her
creative work involves
word and form, language
and landscape. www.
gromatics.co.uk

Bio
J Scott MacIvor is an
ecologist and PhD
student studying
urban pollinators. His
academic work and
writing verges into
architecture, landscape,
and design, with his
recent installation ‘pollen
party’ awarded the Jury
prize at Grow Op at
the Gladstone Hotel in
Toronto. His research
in urban ecology and
building envelopes
has received several
awards, including a
Canadian Governor
General’s Gold Medal.

Bio
Anna Bowen is a
freelance poet, nonfiction writer and editor
based in Guelph,
Ontario. Anna’s current
work is a series of poetry
documenting ReMediate,
(annabowen.org/
remediate) a permanent
textile installation
that examines the
relationship between
land, waste, pollination,
and native plant species,
in collaboration with artist
Christina Kingsbury at
the Guelph Eastview
landfill site.
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the conversation

- collaboration is airborne (( Dear Pollen: I am lonely. I need more yellow, please write to me. – CH ))
One scientific journal describes pollen as an “airmail service.” Desiccated and secured in its almost
impenetrable origami-armour of sporopollenin (the “diamond of plantlife”), pollen sends itself out,
hopefully, into the world. Upon arrival it swells and unfolds: a soft opening to another body. We
might understand pollen as both messenger and message, but this noun-grammar fits poorly; pollen
is a doing, a collaborating—a process ontology. Pollen is its travel, its moving in-between. This is
very different than claiming pollen’s meaning is in pollination, or even pollinating, where its purpose
would be tethered to a reproductive teleology and a “good result,” its only value bound to what it
can make for the sake of carrying on (bloodline, country, grand narrative –we’ve all heard this tired
story before.) No, it is more like saying pollen is risk, and anticipation, and maybe trust, suspended
somewhere between send and receive.
(( Fire turning into stone.
A solid, hard hunger ))
It sometimes goes to the wrong address. Like pollen, we send pieces of ourselves—a poem, a
drawing, a question, a note—across oceans or around the corner, in hopes of finding a willing
stigma on which to land. We project (in various ways). Our artwork is both an attempt to converse
with pollen, as well as a record of how our interhuman conversations guide, shape and gestate
conversations at this interspecies level.
(( Between moisten and dry, something commutes. The n was lost, a pebble dropped ))
And while it makes for a good hero tale, pollen doesn’t travel alone. Wind, water, insects and other
animals are fellow actants in these pollen vicissitudes. Collaborations, we are nothing without them.
All matter is these co-labourings, these material socialities—what Karen Barad would call “intraactions” or Donna Haraway the entanglements of “companion species.” To collaborate is a doingin-common, more than a being-in-common. If it is a being at all, it is only thanks to the doing-incommon that a body can hold onto itself long enough to acquire a name, to be a “minimal subject.”
Collaborations are conversations, conversions.
Our ((pollen)) collaborations repeat the labours of pollen, differently. If, as sociologist Vicki Kirby
suggests, there is no nature/culture split, but rather nature just writing itself, all the way down,
then we, as human scribes, trace the patterns, movements and lineaments of pollen adventures.
We utilize elemental and animal carriers for our messages, but new delivery services, too, though
webcams and fibre optic cables. We variously search for a pollen font, wonder what pollen would
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say, produce a pollen abécédaire, and send pollen love letters off upon the wind. One could assess
these human scribblings as just another anthropomorphisation, another human colonization of a
species-space and alien-tongue that stubbornly refuses us access. We choose rather to see our
repetitions as an anemophilous tutelage: we learn from these more-than-human postal ecologies
about personal dispersal, unnatural becomings, relinquishment, failures to meet well. We examine
palynological records, learn how pollen modelling reconstructs lost landscapes, analyze resonances
between cymatic patternings and pollen architectures, and research how the pollen count is
weathering in a fluctuating climate—all this not in an attempt to master, but in a movement toward
getting on together in this multispecies world with whatever grace we can muster.
It is hardly worth stating that creativity does not belong only to artists. We are artists, and also poets
and writers, farmers, filmmakers, biologists, teachers. Cross-pollination [kraws-pol-uh-ney-shuh n,
kros-], is [botany]: the transfer of pollen from the flower of one plant to the flower of another having a
different genetic constitution; but it is also a sharing or interchange of knowledge, ideas, etc., as for
mutual enrichment. Begun as one artist and an invitation, it became two and then many. The words,
the keystrokes, the plant dust and feet in the field—all of these little palynological collaborators. Our
doings-in-common cross-hatch the spaces between us, and the times as well. Fall is also spring, and
the verdant plant-sex of a Canadian summer folds also into a sleepy Antipodean cool. Yellow blurs
the seasonal distance between canola and ragweed, Acacia and goldenrod.
(( I set off in June. Maybe it was June; this means little.
I learned to tell time by scratch, sun, bursting-at-the-seams ))
Where all mattering is collaboration, the important question is no longer: is this a collaboration? but
rather: what does this collaboration do? What is at stake? What proliferates, and what disappears?
Within the flips and the folds, pollen collaborations also insist that difference still matters. GMO
Canola fields do not mean the same as their non-GMO neighbours. The pollen dust of feral weeds
accrues a curious moral burden. And, in this new era some call the Anthropocene, the effects of
human-pollen collaborations reticulate outwards, with no guarantees. Allergy medications enter
watersheds, and antihistamines degrade slowly. Collaborations reverberate, sometimes misheard.
Collaboration is also contamination, and fugitive germination. Danger as near, but not imminent, is
another meaning of yellow. We anticipate.
(( Failure to thrive, failure to know.
Florescent yellow. Pollen, Yellow vest, Canola, warning sign & acrid note ))
Our collaborations continue, into and beyond inConversation. The mail is still coming in.
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this page, clockwise from top left
Is Pollen Affect?, Perdita Phillips
Work in Progress (posted object), Astrida Neimanis
Works in Progress, J Scott MacIvor
I dry, I moisten, (mailed postcard) Perdita Phillips
previous page, clockwise from top left
Looking for Peat, 2013, Hobart docks,
Catherine Higham
Work in Progress, Meghan Moe Beitiks
Works in Progress, J Scott MacIvor
Pebbles/Pollen, Leonie Dunlop
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((pollen)) (installation and detail view)
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reality
Sarah Robinson
contemporary arts
Western Australia

Marija Jukic
hydrogeologist
Western Australia

Nick Mortimer
CSIRO Scientist
Western Australia

Bio
Sarah is a contemporary
artist who graduated
from the Royal College
of Art, London (1987).
Sarah has exhibited
internationally, worked
as a course leader for
‘Artlab’ (open access
printmaking studio) and
a senior Printmaking
technician at the
University of Central
Lancashire (UK). Sarah
is currently a practice-led
PhD research candidate
and sessional lecturer at
Edith Cowan University.
Her research engages
with the interface
between non-toxic
printmaking, digital 3D
print technologies and
geology.

Bio
Marija Jukic is an
environmental scientist
with over 14 years
experience as a
consultant in the fields
of contaminated land
and groundwater
management. Prior
to this work, Marija
worked as a geologist
for three years in the
northern goldfields.
Her contamination
work allows her to
combine her love of
earth sciences and the
environment, with her
interest in human health.

Bio
Nick Mortimer has a
lifelong passion for
making things, starting
as a young boy with
a crystal set radio to
his work at CSIRO,
monitoring beaches at
Secret Harbour. He has
a habit of not recognizing
the impossible, but
merely branding
it as difficult. This
collaboration brings
many of his skills to a
new problem in a new
and exciting way.
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the conversation
LS(1)
NAME 			
		
SYNOPSIS
		
		
DESCRIPTION
		
>man ddddd
-@

-1
-A
-a
-B
-b

-C
-c

-d

‘Scripting Reality’
Marija Jukic, Nick Mortimer, Sarah Robinson
ls -- list directory contents

LS(1)

ls [-ABCFGHLOPRSTUW@abcdefghiklmnopqrstuwx1] [file
Hydrogeologist, Data Analyst, Contemporary Artist,
InConversation ...]
The following conversations took place:(edited)
Yeh because I’m trying to, in my research look at what
the differences between what is real and not real anymore,
because of everything, all these young people looking
through pixels all the time, so that would be particularly
intriguing.
What is Real as everything is becoming blurred with this
digital knowledge?
Fractal grid, meshes they are using to make landscape.
We use those as reference points so once we’ve calibrated
you can tell where all the pixels are in the real world.
Real Time.
Amazing big ideas, beach-tower six cameras and a radar that
takes the shoots that are all stitched together all across
the beach. Wave pattern if a dog happens to get in the
shot…
Some stunning images of birds and people walking there’re
dogs and stuff cause as it takes them, you almost get this
smeared trail behind them over the ten minutes.
So all the individual waves disappear.
So it’s an average.
This is like it’s there-it’s not there.
One of me I’m there but not in the shot.
Filtering what we want to see, but I’m interested in the
mistake on the beach-lies dogs, sense that other things get
through.
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-e
-F

-f
-G
-g
-H
-h
-i

-k		

-L		
-l		
-m
-n
-O

Like that one opened a new line of enquiry.
The reality is really where the all three link isn’t it?
What is real and what is not, what is toxic and what is
non-toxic.
Some sense in things that you do in the etching that idea
about blocking out something so that something else can
happen, some of what Nick is doing in a sense highlighting,
the picture that you were there and then you did not come
up as something is blocking, in a sense to allow something
else to come through.
What you’re doing is scratching wax off and what he his
doing in a sense is the same thing filtering it in a way.
Blocking off something to get something else.
How I block out something so something else can happen, it
happens quite a lot.
Essentially, pull out what reality is there, cover up
reality… Same ways that it’s again like filtering the
message and that’s exactly…
Fact that you’ve been told something is not toxic and it
is, lies, yeh I think that’s quite incredible!
Something that you think is not toxic and then find
something that is really horrid.
Asbestos is so beautiful the notion that something so
beautiful, yet it is, and for along time people did not
think it was toxic at all.
Fibrous mineral. I think a lot about lines and structures.
Asbestos too in terms of structure essentially when whole
is safe its only when you snap the fibers that, lovely liner
fibre that it snaps and becomes dangerous and breaks up –
the danger is… Breaking it up.
Talk about Photoetching.
Asbestos is deadly but this is a beautiful print.
Green colour soils, horrendous contamination beautiful
colour.
Computer printing disgusting green.
Manipulate this picture and say.
Pixilated/Pixel eyes.
A pixel time stack.
On the screen.
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Like real life which is bizarre.

Nick Mortimer, Sarah Robinson and Dan Kelsey-Wilkinson, ‘InConversation’ 12.04
Tuesday March 18th 2014, Secret Harbour Beach, Western Australia.
Photography courtesy Nick Mortimer.
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‘InConversation Studio’, work in progress 2014.
Photography courtesy: Sarah Robinson
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reality (installation and detail view)
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on Manning Ridge
Nien Schwarz
visual arts
Western Australia

Nandi Chinna
writer
Western Australia

Michael Wingate
geology
Western Australia

Danna Checksfield
music
Western Australia

Bio
Nien Schwarz’s
penchant for Earth
sciences draws her
into remote regions.
From 1981-92 she
cooked across the
arctic supporting
Canadian Geological
Survey expeditions.
Since 1993 she’s
volunteered as a ‘fieldy’
for Australian scientific
crews. Linking geology
and art, Schwarz’s
interdisciplinary
dialogue with the ground
beneath her feet probes
relationships between
physical and human
geographies and our
collective dependence
on natural resources.

Bio
Dr Nandi Chinna
(Saraswati) is a
poet, essayist and
environmental activist.
She has a strong
interest in wetlands,
and in the practice of
walking as a research
methodology and a way
of connecting to earth’s
ecological communities.
Her latest poetry
collection Swamp;
walking the wetlands
of the Swan Coastal
Plain was published
by Fremantle Press in
2014.

Bio
After several years
of rather diverse
employment in
Canada, Michael
Wingate earned a PhD
in geology from the
Australian National
University in 1997.
He subsequently held
research positions
at the University of
Western Australia, and
currently manages
the Geochronology
and Isotope Geology
programs at the
Geological Survey
of Western Australia.
Michael has been
a passionate
photographer for forty
years.

Bio
At age 10 Dana began
playing viola. She
studied music at Charles
Darwin University and
played in the Darwin
Symphony Orchestra.
As a singer songwriter
Danna has performed
in local bands at
Perth Fringe and
Fremantle Festivals.
She collaborated with
Nandi Chinna to provide
live sound-scapes for
her poetry and has
performed with Nandi
at Perth and Broome
Writers Festivals.
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the conversation

I have news for you...
The templetonia is setting the hill ablaze;
the bobtail is thawing on the path.
The uppermost branch of the winter fig tree
where the Nankeen kestrel once perched
now always looks like a kestrel.
Our legs are our physicians,
diagnosing our lament;
prescribing this tramping
across the Aeolian ridge.
Nandi Chinna

Nien Schwarz (visual artist): A key characteristic of this InConversations team is that we have minimal disciplinary overlap.
This structure really appealed to me. I haven’t previously worked with Nandi Chinna or Danna Checksford or even met them
in person prior to InConversation’s call for submissions. I knew I wanted to work with Nandi, a local poet and environmental
activist. I love her words – her readings about this place where I now live. Nandi’s work about this area and its history is awfully
moving. I felt it would be great to have a musician on the team and Nandi suggested her friend Danna. I thought a geologist
would be ideal as well with respect to grounding the project quite literally as Manning Ridge’s strongest feature is its prominent
limestone backbone and history of limestone quarrying. My husband, although he prefers igneous rocks over sedimentary ones,
agreed to participate. Our collaborative process has so far been based on getting to know one another and our associated areas
of expertise. Individually and collectively, we engage with the site through walking and conversing in person or by email. Our
encounters are sporadic but heady with opportunities for interdisciplinary dialogue and the potential for new works.
Nandi Chinna (poet/ writer/ environmental activist): InConversation is a good descriptor for our collaboration. However, in our
case, along with conversation has been walking. Although we have all walked upon Manning Ridge individually, and all noticed
particular aspects, it was when we walked together that our collaborations really began.
I had previously focussed my attention on plant and bird life, wind, and the absence of people. During a walk with Nien and
Danna, we discussed other aspects of the ridge. Nien pointed out the ancient eolian rock formations, and how the rocks have
weathered over time, particularly the spaces in the rocks where plant life had been and left spaces. Nien also commented on
the various fires that have affected the ridge. With Danna as ‘sound person’ we explored deep listening and discussed what
types of recordings could be made in different spaces. Michael later followed up this discussion with some information on
how the limestone ridge was On Manning Ridge 3 formed which deepened my understanding of the space. So integral to this
collaboration has been walking, and talking over a cup of tea back at Nien’s place.
Danna Checksfield (musician): The collaboration began with a walk and a conversation. We talked about how the rocks
were formed and the strange shapes the long-gone trees had left in them. We looked at the plants and I learned some new
names: Parrot Bush and Cocky’s Tongue. We listened to birds and industrial noise and a strange sound we couldn’t place that
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turned out to be a squeaky bike. I talked about how to turn images into sound on my viola
and my ideas for using effects to portray the circular impressions in the rocks. We bounced
ideas off each other and talked through how we might interpret our individual art forms into a
shared exhibition. This first conversation left me bubbling with ideas and excited by how this
collaboration was already stretching my musicality.
Michael Wingate (geoscientist, photographer): As a geologist I probably look at the Tamala
Limestone, which represents enormous former dunes of wind-blown shell fragments, in
ways different to those of my collaborators. For me, it’s been fascinating to experience their
perceptions of Manning Ridge. One of my recent interests has been to capture photographically
the qualities of Manning Ridge that make it special (to me). My own consideration of the
familiar geology has been enhanced and furthered with the colour of their thoughts.
Nandi Chinna: The conversations within interdisciplinary arts practice deepen my reflective
thinking on the object of inquiry. I have found myself incorporating my new-found perspectives
into my thinking and notes, and with each walk I take upon the ridge I notice new aspects which
have arisen from the conversation.
Danna Checksfield: The practice of making music in response to some kind of stimulus is an
interesting one that draws on improvisation and interpretation. It’s stimulating to watch how
my musical ideas change through discussion and upon reflection on the others artistic and
On Manning Ridge 4 geological ideas. Over time my idea is fed by others’ ideas until it is so
different from when it began in my own mind that I feel it has a life of its own.
I initially envisaged creating music in response to work produced by the other artists in the
group; this is how I have approached previous collaborations. After that first walk I came away
feeling stretched by the material and the possibility of reflecting on and responding to stillforming ideas of art and nature. Our conversations have already broadened my idea of what I
thought probable and I am still exploring what is actually possible in this space of sharing ideas
where they can merge and morph and become something completely new.
Nien Schwarz: The narrow paths on Manning Ridge force us to walk in single file. Dialogue
and ideas are shaped by passing information backwards and forwards. This pattern of toing
and froing along a trajectory is echoed in the limestone’s cross-bedding. Our walks are
punctuated by appreciating calcified roots (rhizoliths, says Michael) which for me formally echo
our conceptual engagement with the site.
Nandi Chinna: Although the artworks are still evolving, I feel that our conversations have
broadened my perspective and I am sure that as our individual making proceeds we will all
influence each other’s directions and focus, and that the work as a whole will flex and move
within this paradigm.
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Photography, Michael Wingate (previous page)
& Nien Schwarz (this page)
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on Manning ridge
(installation and detail view)
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skirmish
Rochelle Summerfield
visual arts
New South Wales

Samantha Crameri-Miller Rebecca Ingram
dance
digital & video arts
Western Australia
New South Wales

Bio
Rochelle Summerfield
is a visual artist working
with classical and
new media and lives
at Seelands, on the
Clarence River. A
career highlight was her
selection for Going Gaga
with Dada, an exhibition
where her photocollage
was installed beside a
Max Ernst. Rochelle
has achieved many
grants, awards, artist
residencies and national
exhibitions and is
represented in many
public and private
collections.

Bio
Samantha Crameri-Miller
is a third year university
student of dance at
the Western Australian
Academy of Performing
Arts. She has performed
in many dance films
and live performances
by some of Australia’s
most acclaimed
choreographers.
Samantha has worked
with Sydney Dance
Company director,
Rafael Bonachela
to perform his work
later this year. Her
choreography was
selected to be performed
in August.

Bio
Rebecca is a filmmaker
& Video Artist based
in Mullumbimby,
NSW. Over the past
15 years, she has
collaborated with artists
from remote and urban
communities, including
the popular ‘Walking
With Spirit Festival,
Arnhem Land’. She has
received various arts
grants, awards at film
festivals and interviewed
by ITV News UK for
her extensive video
work with the Redfern
Aboriginal Community.
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the conversation
I’m meeting Rebecca this arvo re 3quest…. What time tomorrow are you free to Skype?
We start a conversation…on the run…texting…
Our team is Rebecca Ingram (video artist), Samantha Crameri-Miller (dancer) and Rochelle
Summerfield (visual artist). Our project is Skirmish and our story begins with our various
connections to Grafton, Northern NSW and our desire to tell our story beyond its boundaries.
Rebecca Ingram is a filmmaker, who also works as a Digital Video Artist in a collaborative role
with artists for live performances. Rebecca’s connection to Grafton is through teaching Screen
& Media at TAFE. Her work is always story and audience driven and so her first thoughts were
about what were we telling the audience, and where is their place in this project? Her experience
is invaluable in seeing the whole picture.
Samantha Crameri-Miller adds a fresh vision and newness; she is an emerging dance artist who
grew up and first danced in Grafton, and is now in her third year at WAAPA. Sam brings the latest
ideas in contemporary dance, her physicality and her particular gift of choreography to the fore.
Rochelle Summerfield lives alongside the mighty Clarence River, Seelands near Grafton. She is
a visual artist who is passionate about collage and its inspiration to drive ideas and processes.
Experienced in bringing creative elements together, Rochelle is driving the team. Her images
contain a strong emphasis on the female form and become our starting point.
Rebecca can do 11am our time, you said about 6:45 yur time. I can do 8:30am tomorrow, that’s 10:30
your time...
It is not just distance between us…time too, time zones and busy lives, gaps in communication, these
are our challenges.
The focus of this collaborative “conversations’ is fundamental to the way we create our work, due
to our lives, the distances of where we live, the type of work we do and its multiplicity. So our
conversations mostly involve texting (clarifying and committing to the project needs of the day),
Skype, emails and power catch-ups.
Early conversations began with key words to springboard ideas and find what resonated. Key
words like drama, women, assemblages, domestic, driving- always in the car, trying to get to
somewhere, $$$, Story- what’s ours? Live audience and what does it mean? Play…Play was
important, playing with space, playing with materials and play started to highlight and pinpoint
some of the connections between us to form a story.
Questions were important to the conversation. Each member comes from a special field of
knowledge. Samantha says “A fleeting phone call with Rochelle between classes had her trying
to describe Rebecca’s idea of using the cyclorama… the idea of a white room with 4 walls…
Don’t most rooms have 4 walls? A manic tug of war trying to understand with words, no images
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or hand gestures the linguistics of a purpose built room within an exhibition space.” Sam set up
a Facebook page. Rochelle posts pics.
Another conversation, we laugh, play, build and extend our previous conceptions. We challenge
each other and always not being too rigid. Each has been open to changes, allowing the project
to take form and develop.
The challenge of combining our various voices is what makes it so stimulating. Samantha says
“while trying to find a voice for this project it has made me more considerate of props and the
variety of other elements I could use to enhance my choreography. These are usually things I
would consider later, rather than just using a hat in one section or an umbrella it is throughout the
work.” The projected drawings prompted this added dimension. By extension the umbrella swells
out the image. Samantha’s white brocaded dress, adds texture to movement to the additional
layering of tone and marks of the drawings.
There must be something in this project for each of us, to be fulfilling as creative practitioners.
Rebecca says, “But I am aware of the role that I could slip into by purely documenting and I don’t
want to add for the sake of just adding my stamp which could make the work too busy.” Rebecca
took the initial inception of a dancer within projected drawings to the next level of engagement, by
her consideration of how to present the work to the audience and it’s staging within the exhibition
space. This has been an ever-changing process due to budget and distance restraints.
So through conversations and permutations, the physical outcome for exhibition evolves to a
place where our aim is for the audience to peer into a window as voyeurs to our ‘skirmish’.
We invite the audience to participate within the spatial projections, creating another level of
encounters.
The interdisciplinary process is impacting on our creative work, as a team and as creative
practitioners. Rochelle says “I have longed for story and movement in my work, and now I have
it. This project is taking it beyond the wall and into the room space. It is giving me vibrancy, a
currency, transforming my practice. Transformation motivates my work and now I can see more
physical extensions and spatial transformations. It is such a delight, the innovations that come
from making! And it’s a collegiate spirit thing too.”
Samantha says “this experience taught me that nothing should be left unsaid. If I have a vague
idea of something or a colour I should voice it, because you never know what that could trigger
in the other. And there are just so many artistic avenues, each with a vast knowledge of what
could be possible, possibilities I would never dream of myself for the reason that I simply wouldn’t
think… they were possible.”
It will be interesting to see how this collaboration continues to impact on our creative practices
beyond the exhibition.
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keystone, Samantha Crameri-Miller, dancer; Rebecca Ingram creating video production;
Rochelle Summerfield projected digital images. Photography Rochelle Summerfield
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thinking, Rochelle Summerfield in projected image.
Photography, Rebecca Ingram
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skirmish (video installation exerpt) (click to play)
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dwell
Sharon Thompson
mixed media 3D
New South Wales

Liz Stops
cross media
New South Wales

Carolyne Lewis
cross media
New South Wales

Bio
3D artist Sharon
Thompson completed
her Honours at Southern
Cross University
2013 and was a 2012
inaugural winner of the
Trudy Alfred Bequest for
Ceramics. Her mixed
media work explores a
biophilic connection to
the natural environment
and her place of habitat
that incorporates the
every day, mundane and
over looked elements of
domestic life.

Bio
Liz Stops tutors in the
3D studio in Visual
Arts at Southern Cross
University. She works
in a variety of media,
devising representations
of landscape that
respond to and
interpret her research
into historical British
colonial occupation of
Australia and current
corporate colonisation,
with an emphasis
on environmental
implications.

Bio
Carolyne Lewis tutors in
the 3D studio in Visual
Arts at Southern Cross
University. She works
intuitively, taking cues
that are triggered by
handling and spending
time with objects. She
often stresses materials
to test their limits and
appreciates the worn
and damaged. Her
work evolves through a
process of arranging and
rearranging, combining,
folding, overlapping and
reinventing.
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mapping the process
How does your interdisciplinary team collaborate to produce
publications, artefacts, performances or installations?
Although we have been colleagues for a number of years and developed
familiarity with, and respect for, each other’s work, this is the team’s first
collaboration. During our initial meeting we outlined a project trajectory and
established our goal, which was to develop an installation that could not easily
be identified as the work of any individual.
Our meetings were always loosely structured but purposeful. Initially we each
shared two short readings that resonated with our research practices and
then responded to each other’s selections both verbally and by producing
work. From that point, a pendulum of exchange gained impetus and we were
able to build on each other’s ideas. As the project gathered momentum we
developed a profound appreciation of each other’s thought processes and
particular sets of skills.
How do conversations and reflections that are held within the context
of interdisciplinary creative arts practice impact on the evolution
of those practices and how has your group responded to these
conversations?
Capturing conversation became a common at our meetings. Recorded audio
sequences of unplanned discussions proved to be a valuable reflective tool.
Our discussions meandered around and through a variety of topics, but were
always underpinned by considerations of the project. The natural flow of
conversation while engaged in the actual ‘doing’ of art provided scope that
opened up similarities between practices and offered a way to further develop
our work. An example of this is in a recorded transcript of Carolyne Lewis:
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………… I haven’t given it much thought apart from being aware that the
three of us in many ways have this connection around home in our work.
But apart from that domestic ‘home.’ Like you, with the coal seam gas. It’s
really important for you at the moment, as well as lots and lots of other
people. You’re protecting your home and I don’t mean just that building you
live in but everything that is what you would call your home. And home is
really important to me. I think I’m the sort of person who can make a home
wherever I go, I’ve moved around a lot and always felt at home wherever I
am.
Sharon also had those works about home where she was stitching rooms, the
memory of – I think it was her grandmother’s room – onto a piece of fabric.
And because I had these pieces that were from plaster cornices, I started to
play with them. I started to try and mould some of these rice paper scraps I
had, a bit like the surface of a wall that’s been stripped off. I like the whole
idea of peeling wallpaper and surfaces and textures.
………………………….
My work has always been about interiors and the domestic, the everyday.
The idea of home has been underlying a lot of what I’ve been doing but I’d
really like to concentrate on that idea of what a home is. And when we lose
our home, what do you lose, you don’t only lose the physical thing, it’s not just
the bricks and mortar, it’s the community as well.

We responded to the above segment by reflecting on what home might mean
to each one of us and how, and with what materials we could explore that
notion while encompassing our individual interpretations.
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Sharon Thompson, Carolyne Lewis, Liz Stops, Dwell, 2014, rice paper, cotton pulp,
thread, copper wire, steel, timber, light, dimensions variable, approximately 250 cm x
300 cm (detail, this page and overleaf).
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dwell (installation view)
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Conversations with ghosts
Paul Uhlmann
visual arts
Western Australia

Finn Pedersen
architect
Western Australia

Marcella Polain
poet
Western Australia

Bio
Paul is a practicing artist
and educator with over
30 years experience
who works in painting,
drawing, printmaking
and artists books. In
2012 his practice-led
research PhD, which
investigated philosophies
of process, becoming
and impermanence,
was conferred at RMIT.
Paul studied art in
Australia, Germany and
the Netherlands has
exhibited nationally and
internationally and has
work held in many State
and private collections
including; AGWA, NGA,
AGNSW and NGV.
He is a lecturer and
coordinator of the Visual
Arts Course at ECU.

Bio
Finn is a Director of
Iredale Pedersen Hook
Architects. He has
worked in the Kimberley
& Pilbara regions since
1992. While living in
Broome for he worked
for NBC Aboriginal
Corporation designing
& project managing
housing projects &
facility buildings for
Aboriginal communities
& is passionate
about contributing to
the improvement of
conditions for Aboriginal
families in Australia.
Finn is a passionate
environmentalist & a
founding member of
Environs Kimberley
Inc, a Broome based
environment group.

Bio
Marcella migrated
to Australia with her
Armenian mother &
Irish father; she began
writing as a child, soon
after her father’s sudden
death. After working
in stage & screen, she
returned to poetry in her
late twenties. She has
published short fiction,
essays on writing, three
poetry collections & a
novel. Her writing has
won, or been shortlisted for, national &
international prizes, been
published in journals
across Australia & in
international Englishlanguage journals, &
been translated. Her other
research interests include
loss, grief & embodiment.
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the conversation
From Finn:
I am interested in pre and post colonial history of the
relationships between Indigenous and Non-indigenous Australians,
and in the role the State plays in shaping our society – either
consciously or by accident.
As an architect, I have a fascination for the marks left on
buildings and structures by their occupants - both changes and
modifications and, as in this case, scribed messages to future
occupants, to the prisoners themselves or as a practice to
resist the shackles of the State.
These old engravings share a lineage of marks, messages and
meditations across humanity by those detained for whatever
reason.
In the old Fremantle Prison more elaborate works speak of
country, culture, memory and loss.
In Albany these might be "calling cards", or a coded message, or
the marks of someone cold, homesick and hungry.
Sent from my iPhone
Paul:
This project came about from a conversation and it aims to
illuminate and give voice to the voiceless. It impresses us that
the convicts where able to engrave images and text from their
various cultures, whether that be Aboriginal or European. These
are haunting images of escape from the confines of the cells –
which are at times distinct and clear – while at other times
are a confluence of interacting lines from different hands and
cultures. Indeed they seem to be images of transcendence and
speak of the power of the imagination to transcend the limits of
the body.
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We chose the form of the book for our project as we thought that
this is a democratic space where all of the voices concerned
(living and deceased) could potentially interact as a free
flowing and open creative space, and we thought that the reader
would add to this interaction. In terms of creative success
we will leave that up to the readers; however, we sincerely
hope that in bringing this work to light that we are paying
respect to these unknown souls and that their voices now have
a respected forum for continual relational interaction with
contemporary lives.
Marcella:
When Paul suggested this idea to me, I was immediately struck:
I’ve spent most of my life conversing, in one way or another
(through creative writing practice, and research – reading;
viewing; walking sites or landscapes; feeling the sand or stone,
bark or moss, brick or timber, concrete or metal, leaf or water
against my skin; photographing; dreaming; imagining) with
the voices of the dead, as well as the living. So, the idea of
making another artistic conversation with ghosts was thrilling
in both its strangeness and familiarity.
I hadn’t visited Albany for decades, and its growth shocked me.
But all around the town there remains the haunting and desolate
beauty of its coast and hills, and the evocative moodiness of
its sky. To stand on a dune and look out over a bay, and know
that countless sailors and Indigenous people – including those
incarcerated in the Old Goal – have looked at the same beach,
the same stretch of water, the same scudding cloud and shifting
light – is to have time collapse. If I stand still enough for
long enough, listen closely enough, read over and over the
language of their marks on the Goal walls, what will they enable
me to say? If I hold my own breath, will I hear theirs?

Moon, Frottage on paper, Marcella Polain (page 86)
Thomas, Frottage on paper, Marcella Polain (this page)
engraved images from unknown Aboriginal and European prisoners
Photograph: Paul Uhlmann (page 88, left)
engraved image from unknown prisoner(s) (European Ship, J. Norda L.)
Photograph: Paul Uhlmann (page 88, right)
engraved image from unknown prisoner(s) (1902, Albert Tereerc, By Sweden)
Photograph: Marcella Polain (page 89)
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conversations with ghosts (installation view)
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